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Are the Rocket Attacks Which Break Israeli
Ceasefires False Flags?
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Is Hamas that Stupid … Or Are They Being Framed?

The West looks at Hamas as the aggressor in Gaza, because of the numerous rockets fired
into Israel.

But undercover Israeli soldiers admitted in 2005 to throwing stones at other Israeli soldiers
so they could blame it on Palestinians, as an excuse to crack down on peaceful protests by
the Palestinians.

And  Israel  blamed  Hamas  for  the  kidnapping  and  murder  of  3  Israeli  boys,  but
later admitted that Hamas wasn’t responsible.

In addition, Israel admits that an Israeli terrorist cell operating in Egypt planted bombs in
several buildings, including U.S. diplomatic facilities, then left behind “evidence” implicating
the Arabs as the culprits (one of the bombs detonated prematurely, allowing the Egyptians
to identify the bombers, and several of the Israelis later confessed) (and see this and this).

Indeed, countries from around the world have admitted to carrying out “false flag” attacks
by killing their own people, and framing their enemies for the attacks.

Hamas has repeatedly denied launching rockets against Israel violating brokered ceasefires.
For example, Hamas denied firing rockets:

Yesterday

Last week

2 weeks ago

Hamas has certainly  admitted to firing rockets in  the past.   And some Gazans have made
statements to reporters showing that they are completely out of touch with reality. For
example, one Gazan said that – by firing rockets – the world would have more empathy with
the Palestinian position.

But the question is whether Hamas is stupid enough to do so in the face of brokered
ceasefires  …  or  whether  at  least  some  of  the  rocket  attacks  are  false  flags  in  order  to
discredit  the  Palestinians.

Postscript:    In  any event,  the  Washington DC based non-profit  group The Jerusalem Fund
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has documented that Israel breaks far more ceasefires than Palestine.
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